


Aki Lumi’s works always show a chaotic status of order and disorder. 
So to speak, what he does is to think questions such as, “What are 
artificial objects?”, “What kind of cognitive world has created the 
world we live in?”, and so on. He then verifies these phenomenons 
by photography, painting and sketching. In addition, this might be a 
sort of contradictory saying of him̶that these artificial images he 
created by ruler and computer, whichever one̶has expression of 
painting, and they are all tremendously beautiful.

Aki Lumi
< B.1957 >



The Garden No.19 (2014) 
Photograph, archival pigment print,149 x 235 cm



The Garden No.1 (2009) 
Photograph, archival pigment print, 74x110 cm



In “The Garden”, decorations of the baroque church and the Hindu 
temple acted as the base, on this basis, Aki used hundreds of forests, 
plants and trees’ images to compound his own garden on paper on 
which those boscage and courtyard emerged, just like a horticulturist.



The Garden No.6 (2010) 

Photograph, archival pigment print 
178x149 cm



The Garden No.5 (2009) 

Photograph, archival pigment print 
150 x 225 cm



< Lines Reflect, Shadows Write > 
Lumi's solo exhibition at Vanguard Gallery (2014)



Trace No.502 (2004) 

Ink drawing on paper 
62 x 67 cm



Trace No.601 (2013) 
Ink drawing on paper，34×28cm 



The series “Trace” was as precise and distinct as architecture and 
machine drawing but Lumi drew with only compass and ruler. Lines 
extended and spread on paper and finally composed shapes which 
seem to have met before.



Fracto-graph "CITY" (2018) 

Painting, ink drawing,  
collage on canvas, 190 x 150 cm 



The birth of “Fracto-graph”, can be seen as the achievement from the 
analysis of “The Garden” and “Trace” and moving back and forth 
between these two series. In “Fracto-graph”, Aki focused on irregular 
figure and miraculous depth. Being paintings but photography, in 
“Fracto-graph” the artist drew and painted the small part of plants 
and buildings from “The Garden” which was like the reflection of the 
quivering light, the shape of changing shadow. Then, on this paper, 
like what he did in “Trace”, Aki repeatedly drew these inorganic lines 
with compasses and ruler in the man-made dimension almost 
pertinaciously. Finally lost in the depth and presented marvelous two-
dimensional space.  



Fracto-graph No.14 (2014) 
Ink drawing on paper, 74 x 56 cm 

Fracto-graph No.8 (2014) 
Ink drawing on paper, 30 x 38 cm 



Architectural Nature 
No.11 (2016) 
Acrylic Painting on Gelatin-silver 
Print, 71.7 x 60.5 cm 

Architectural Nature 
No.12 (2016) 
Acrylic Painting on Gelatin-silver 
Print, 59.5 x 50.6 cm 



The “traceryscape” works might be 
called singular “event photographs,” 
which arise through the careful 
layering of two photographs: the 
“real landscapes” of the outside 
wor ld and those of another 
dimension that exists in parallel to 
them – the dimension of “imaginary 
lines and shapes” taken from the 
expanses of our awareness. 

Traceryscape SH521 (2006) 
Painting on photo, 50x61cm 



Mechanics No.M4-20 (2002) 

Photograph, pigment print 
110x170 cm 

Mechanics No.M4-35 (2002) 

Photograph, pigment print 
110x170 cm 



Building (2001) 

Photography, Variable size



Elements (1997) 

Photography, Variable size



Model (1998) 

Infographie, pigment print, 50 x 33 cm*5



“Aki uses the word “system” often when he talks about his work. It’s 
a word not often associated with art, but when you think about the 
theatre-like stage on which his drawing/photographs are made it is 
easy to understand where it comes from. It consists of the types and 
relations between the small rules he establishes for himself in making 
his art.” 



His recent solo exhibitions inculde: “Au-delà de la troisième nature”, Centre 
d’art contemporain, Royan, France (2021); “Aki Lumi, L’Anti Chambre”, Hotel 
La Nouvelle République, Paris, France (2019 ); “Jardins Imaginaires, Le 
Château de Chaumont-sur-Loire”, France (2015).  

He also attended the following group exhibitions: “Sur les chemins du paradis”, 
L’exposition inaugurale, Les Franciscaines, Deauville, France (2021); 
“Blooming”, Museum of Fine Arts of Remis, Remis, France (2021); “L’ANTI 
CHAMBRE”, Hôtel La Nouvelle République, Paris (2019) ; “GÉOMÉTRIE DANS 
L’ESPACE”, Topographie de l’art, Paris, France (2017); “Us and Them̶
Existancial Dialectic of Selves and Others”, How Museum, Shanghai, China 
(2016); “Un voyage dans la photographie contemporaine, L’Imagerie de 
Lannion‒Centrephotographique, Lannion, France (2016); “The photographers 
2015”, Beetles+Huxley Gallery, London, UK (2015); “Small Is Beautiful”, 
Galerie Jewelvary Art, Shanghai, China (2015); “Dessin de Photographes”, 
Galerie Françoise Paviot, Paris, France (2015).

Aki Lumi

Aki Lumi was born in 1957 in 
Tokyo, Japan. Currently lives and 
works in Paris. 
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